Reading: Read each sentence two times. Use MORE INTENT the second time!

The Academy Awards began in 1929.
The best movies receive an “Oscar.”

One award is “Best Picture.”

There is also “Best Actor” and “Best Actress.”
Conversation Exercise:

Name two to three items from each category with INTENT!

Famous actors or actresses
Audrey Hepburn, James Earl Jones, Paul Newman
Award-winning movies

Rocky, The Godfather, The Sound of Music
The world of film changed forever on May 16, 1929, when the first Oscars were awarded — and they weren't even called Oscars back then. The name was officially adopted in 1934. Today, many years later, we still
look to the Oscars, or Academy Awards, to point us toward the very best films each year.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0059742/mediaviewer/rm1111640065/?ref_=tt_ov_i
https://people.com/movies/remembering-paul-newman/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/entertainment/g27484787/oscar-best-picture-winners/